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Abstract.To assess the effects of textual variationon students'preferred
patternsof literaryresponse, 166college undergraduateswere asked to
read two poems and two short stories.They then completeda modified
versionof the InternationalAssociationfor the Evaluationof Educational
Achievement'sResponsePreference
Measurefor each literarywork. Data
from the response preferenceinventorieswere analyzedby means of a
two-factorrepeated-measurementMANOVA,with genre and tone as the
within-subjectsvariables.Significantmain effects wereobtainedfor both
genre and tone. The genre x tone interactionwas, however,not significant. As a follow-up,a seriesof 2 x 2 repeated-measuresANOVAswere
performedon each of the four dependent measures of response preference: personal statement,description,evaluation,and interpretation.
A few overalltrends worth noting follow:(a) studentsexhibited a preference for the descriptiveresponse stance followingtheir readingof the
two lighthearted works; (b) works classified as having a serious tone
tended to evoke personal, interpretive, and evaluative responses;
(c) students favored a descriptive response stance subsequentto their
readingof poetry; whereas,(d) short storieseliciteda preferencefor the
personalstatementresponse stance.
Most research on literary response has been influenced by what has been
termed reader-response criticism. This critical dictum represents a paradigmatic shift away from the critical analysis of literature espoused by the New
Critics, toward a treatment of the reader as an active participant in the
literary experience. Unlike the New Critics, who emphasized the objectivity
of the text, reader-response critics argue that a literary work cannot be
understood apart from its effects. They contend that a work's " 'effects,'
psychological and otherwise, are essential to any accurate description of its
meaning, since that meaning has no effective existence outside of its realization in the mind of a reader" (Tompkins, 1980, p. ix). From this perspective, meaning is viewed not as a property of the text but as a product of the
reader's activity and the text.
By removing the literary text from the center of critical attention and
replacing it with the reader's cognitive activity, reader-response critics
opened the door to a field of inquiry that explores the role readers play in
the determination of literary meaning. As a result, research in this field has
focused on the reader. In their reviews, for example, Applebee (1977) and
Klemenz-Belgardt (1981) cite numerous studies that examine the effects of
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sex, age, cognitive development, personality, past experience, literary training, and reading ability on response. In spite of their contribution to a
general understanding of the phenomenon "response," these studies neglect
to account for the role of the text in the literary transaction (KlemenzBelgardt, 1981). As Rosenblatt (1982) points out, the term response itself
implies an object. There must necessarily be a short story, poem, novel, or
play to which the reader responds.
While the findings of several studies generally support the notion that
different texts prompt different responses (see, e.g., Purves, 1981; National
Assessment of Educational Progress, 1981), scholars and researchers continue to debate the extent to which text plays an instrumental role in determining response. At one end of the continuum are individuals like Bleich
(1975) and Holland (1975) who contend that response is almost entirely
reader-driven. At the other end of the continuum are individuals like Angelotti (1972), Somers (1973), Cornaby (1975), and Nicol (1973) who maintain
that response is primarily text-driven. Given that few studies have been
aimed at identifying the specific characteristics of texts which shape readers'
patterns of response, this debate appears to have been counterproductive
and has resulted in the criticism that reader-response theory lacks both
predictive and explanatory power (Carey, 1983).
Accepting the premise that textual variation does to some degree influence response, this investigation explored the differential effects of genre
and tone on college undergraduates' preferred patterns of response to two
poems and two short stories. The decision to examine the effects of these
two variables was based on the findings of previous investigations by
Cornaby (1975), Corcoran (1979), and Applebee (1976). More specifically,
when examining 96 academically-talented high school seniors' preferred patterns of response to a traditional novel, a nontraditional novel, a poem, and
a short story, Cornaby (1975) noted that 75 percent of the students in her
sample evidenced an inconsistent pattern of response across literary works.
In particular, she observed differences between students' reactions to the
traditional novel and the nontraditional novel, the short story and the poem,
and the traditional novel and the poem. These differences were attributed
to the inherent dissimilarities in form evident among the four literary works
read by all students. Corcoran's (1979) findings also suggest that response
varies with respect to genre. When examining superior and average eighth,
tenth, and twelfth graders' responses to a short story and a poem, he found
that the poem prompted less retelling and resulted in more problems with
narrative language than did the story. Finally, Applebee ( 1976) noted a consistent "separation of light or entertaining genres on the one hand from
serious or difficult ones on the other" (p. 235) when analyzing children's
media and genre preferences as measured with repertory grid techniques.
His findings intimate that the tone of a work may to some extent shape a
reader's response.
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Method
Sample

The sample for this study consisted of 166 (82 male, 84 female) students enrolled in nine introductoryliteraturecourses offered by the English
departmentof a midwestern,land-grantuniversity.All studentsvolunteered
to participatein the investigation;in six of the nine classes they received
extra credit for their participation.In total, there were 17 freshmen (10.2
percent),65 sophomores(39.4 percent),39 juniors (23.5 percent),38 seniors
(22.9 percent),and 7 cases unidentifiedby class rank (4.2 percent).
Literary Works

Four literary works- two short stories and two poems- were read by
each of the students who participatedin this study. The two short stories
were Shirley Jackson's "After You, My Dear Alphonse" and Dorothy
Parker's"But the One on the Right."The two poems were e. e. cummings'
"in Just- " and Robert Frost's" 'Out, Out- '." These works were selected
for study on the basis of their complexity,appeal, and appropriatenessfor
a college audience. Since this study was concerned with the effects of tone
as well as genre on readers'preferredpatternsof response, it was necessary
to select both lightheartedand serious works.The descriptionswhich follow
highlight some of the inherent similaritiesand dissimilaritiesamong these
poems and short stories. For clarity and convenience,Table 1 summarizes
textual propertiesby literarywork.
Table 1
A Summaryof the Textual PropertiesEvidentin the
Four LiteraryWorksChosen for Consideration
Literary Works
Textual
Properties

Parker

Jackson

Short story
Reverie

Short story
Narration

Poem

Poem

Narration

Description

Point of View

First person

Third person

Lighthearted
Not
emphasized
Interior
monologue

Third person
Serious

First person

Tone

Serious

Implicit

Implicit

Extensive
dialogue

Blank verse

Lighthearted
Not
emphasized
Free verse

Genre
Rhetorical
Mode

Theme
Structure

Frost

cummings
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Even though Shirley Jackson makes extensive use of dialogue in "After
You, My Dear Alphonse," her story can best be classified as a narrative
because this work is primarily written in third person, past tense. While not
a heavily plotted tale, "After You, My Dear Alphonse" is highly connotative- its theme being implicitly, rather than explicitly stated.
Jackson's story begins when Boyd, a young Black child, accompanies his
friend, Johnny Wilson, home for lunch. Mrs. Wilson displays a gossipy interest in Boyd's family life. Assuming that he is from an impoverished home
because he is Black, she offers Boyd a bundle of used clothing. This philanthropic gesture and Mrs. Wilson's comments confuse both youngsters, for
Boyd comes from a middle class home much like Johnny's. Piqued at Boyd's
refusal of her generous offer, Mrs. Wilson expresses her disappointment in
Boyd and rebukes him.
Readers of Jackson's story cannot easily dismiss Mrs. Wilson's prejudice
and insensitivity. Yet, it is her foolish behavior and stereotypical thinking
which make her a plausible character. She is like people we know. And, in
the final assessment, while we are pleased that Johnny and Boyd do not
exhibit her prejudices, we cannot help but pity Mrs. Wilson.
Unlike Jackson's story which is serious in tone, Dorothy Parker's story is
lighthearted and mocking. Disappointed with her assigned dinner partner,
the author dotes on the gentleman seated on her right. As this interior
monologue develops, secret unconfessed longings are interwoven in a dream,
wish-fulfillment sequence with the author's conscious experience. Ironically,
although this is not revealed until the last paragraph of the story, the gentleman seated on her right is equally disappointed with his dinner partner
and is also having a miserable time.
Because "But the One on the Right" is written in first person singular
and verb tenses, which include the future, are mixed, Parker's story is best
classified as reverie. Throughout this work, character and style rather than
plot and theme are emphasized. In addition, as is generally the case with
interior monologue, Parker's story is marked by disordered speech and syntax. Unfinished sentences, repetitions of words and phrases which have
acquired emotional overtones, and changes in punctuation gradually form
recognizable motifs throughout this work.
Differences in tone, form, structure, and content are equally apparent in
the two poems selected for use in this study. Quite remarkable in its sim"
plicity, "in Just- is an attestation to the baptismal quality of spring when
the world is born anew and people feel a quickened sense of spontaneous
joy. The speaker watches boys and girls at play and joins in their delight
when a balloonman appears. His words rush out, somewhat incoherently,
and as the children themselves might, he gaily invents words which in both
sound and meaning signify his intuitive response to the youngsters' play.
Written in free verse, the lines of e. e. cummings' poem are of irregular
length and do not adhere to an exact metrical pattern or rhyme scheme.
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The poet's use of third person and indefinitepresenttense are characteristic
of description. In fact, this poem, like a photograph,has the overalleffect
of temporarilyfreezing action.
In direct contrast to the lighthearted tone of cummings' poem, Frost's
"
' " is a solemn work about the
'Out, Outuntimely,accidentaldeath of a
young boy. In telling his story, Frost relies heavily on literary allusion to
and implicitlystate his theme. Unlike cummings'poem,
generate
meaning
"
' " is written
in blank verse and is told in first person, past
'Out, Outtense. As a result, this poem can best be classifiedas a narrative.
Instrumentation

After reading each of the four literary works used in this study, students completeda modified versionof the InternationalAssociationfor the
Evaluationof EducationalAchievement'sResponsePreference
Measure.The
Measure
has
been
used
and
described
ResponsePreference
extensivelyin two
of
It
consists
20 items, each of
1973,
(Purves,
1981).
previousinvestigations
whichis keyedto a specific type of literaryresponse. As reported by Zaharias and Mertz (1983), these items factor into four major categories or
response stances: (a) personal statement(responses directed at expressing
one's feelings about a work in terms of one's relation to it); (b) descriptive
response (responsesaimed at describingparticularaspects of a work- e.g.,
language,structure,literaryform);(c) evaluativeresponse (responsesaimed
at assessing the construction, meaningfulness, or appropriatenessof a
work);and (d) interpretiveresponse (responses directed at discoveringthe
meaning of parts of a work or the whole workin general).
Measureitems, categorizedby response stance,are conResponse
Preference
tained in Table 2. Also contained in this table are the subcategoriesof the
Purves-Rippere (1968) content analysis scheme for classifying response to
which these items are keyed.
For the purpose of this study, the 20 items on the ResponsePreference
Measurewere unaltered in content;however,the formatof the measure was
revised to create a Likert-typescale in order to eliminateproblemsreported
by Cooper and Michalak(1981)which have resulted from the unequal distributionof items among the four majorcategoriesof response assessed by
this instrument.After reading each item containedon the Response
Preference
Measure,students were asked to rate the value of the question posed by
indicatingthe degree to whichthey felt it wasimportantto their understanding of the storyor poem being considered.Each item rated "veryimportant"
was assigned a value of 1.0; "important,"a value of 2.0; "undecided,"a
value of 3.0; "unimportant,"a value of 4.0; and "veryimportant,"a value
of 5.0. Summed scores were then calculated and served as the dependent
measures in this study. For example, each student's responses to the first
six items in Table 2 were summed to create a personal statementscore for
that student.
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Table 2
Items Contained on the Response Preference Measure by
Response Stance and Subcategory
Itemsby response stance

Purves-RippereSubcategory

I.

PERSONALSTATEMENT
1. Are any of the people in the worklike
people I know?
2. How can the way people behavein the
workbe explained?
3. Does the worksucceed in getting me
involvedin the situation?
4. What does the worktell me about people
I know?
5. What emotionsdoes the workarouse in
me?
6. Does the worktell me about people or
ideas in general?
II. DESCRIPTIVERESPONSE
7. What type of workis this? Is it like any
other work I know?
8. How is the workstructured?How is it
organized?
9. How is the form, language, or structure
of the work related to what the workis
about?
10. What kinds of literarydevices are used
in the work?
11. When was the workwritten?What is the
historicalbackgroundof the workand its
author?
12. Has the author used wordsor phrases
differentlyfrom the way people generally
write?
RESPONSE
III. EVALUATIVE
13. Is the workwell written?
14. Is the workabout importantthings? Is it
a trivialor serious work?
15. Is this a proper subjectfor a literary
work?
IV. INTERPRETIVERESPONSE
16. What happens in the work?
17. Is there a lesson to be learned from the
work?
18. Is there any one part of the workthat
explains the whole work?
19. Is there anythingin the workthat has a
hidden meaning?
20. What is the author'sopinion, or attitude
toward,the people in the work?

Associationwith characters
Characterbehavior
Self-involvement
Mimeticresponse
Affectiveinvolvement
Typologicalresponse
Literaryclassification
Structure
Relationof form to content
Literarydevices
Contextualclassification
Author'suse of language

Author'smethod
Author'svision
Subjectappropriateness
Content
Moral
Partas a key to whole
Theme
Author'stone, attitude, mood
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To control for the possible effects of item placement,the 20 questionson
the ResponsePreference
Measurewere randomlyassigned positionswithin the
four forms of the inventory.To controlfor potentialextraneouseffects which
might be attributableto the order in which students read the poem and
shortstories,the literaryworksand their accompanyingresponse preference
inventorieswere randomlydistributedwithin the materialsreceived by the
students.
Procedures

The nature of the investigation was explained to all participants.
Emphasiswas placed on the fact that there were no right or wrong answers
to the items contained on the measures employed;students were reminded
that the sole purpose of the study was to assess the manner in which they
preferred to study and discuss literature. A sample poem and inventory
were provided to ensure that all participantsunderstood the instructions
for completingthe measures. Questionswere entertainedand studentswere
informed that they would be required to read all six literary works and
completethe response preferenceinventoriesindependently.One week later,
the completedinstrumentswere collected.
Results
Means and standard deviations of response preference scores for the
two textual propertiesexamined in this study are contained in Table3. To
test the effects of genre and tone, data were analyzed by means of a twofactor repeated-measurementMANOVA,with genre and tone as withinsubjects variables. Statisticallysignificant multivariate main effects were
obtained for genre (F[4, 162] = 52.92, p < .0001) and tone (F[4, 162] =
49.26, p < .0001). Interactioneffects were not significant.
A series of 2 x 2 repeated-measurementANOVAswere performed(one
for each dependent variable)as a follow-upto the multivariateanalysis.
PersonalStatement
Response
Preferences
The 2x2
repeated-measurement ANOVA based on personal statement response preference means resulted in significant main effects for
genre (F[l, 165] = 173.00, p < .0001) and tone (F[l, 165] = 106.75,p <
.0001).The interactionbetweengenre and tone was, however,not significant.
As is readily discerniblefrom the data contained in Table 3, studentswere
more inclined to prefer making personal statementresponses to the stories
written by Jackson and Parkerthan they were to either of the two poems.
Similarly,they were more inclined to favorthis form of response after reading a serious work.

Effectsof Genreand Toneon PreferredPatternsof Response
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Descriptive Response Preferences

The next analysis examined students' preferences for descriptive
response. Like results from the ANOVA based on personal statement
response preferences,significantmain effects were detected for genre (F[l,
165] = 57.33 p < .0001) and tone (F[l, 165] = 68.68, p < .0001). Again,
the genre x tone interactionwas not significant.As an examinationof the
means containedin Table3 suggests, studentswere more inclined to render
a descriptive response subsequent to their reading of the two poems. In
addition, they tended to prefer this form of response after reading those
worksclassifiedas lighthearted.
EvaluativeResponsePreferences
Results of the 2x2
ANOVA on evaluative response preference means
revealed no significant effects for genre or the genre x tone interaction.
Only the main effect for tone was significant, F(l, 165) = 18.96, p < .0001.
As Table 3 reveals, students exhibited a preference for evaluative response
subsequent to their reading of the two more serious works.
InterpretiveResponsePreferences

The ANOVA on interpretive response preference means revealed significant main effects for genre (F[l, 165] = 38.27, p < .0001), tone (F[l,
165] = 119.61,p < .0001), and the genre x tone interaction(F[l, 165] =
3.95, p < .05). As indicatedby post hoc analysesemployingthe Scheffe test,
four of the six possible pairwise comparisons were significant,p < .05.
Jackson'sstory was most likely to evoke an interpretiveresponse stance,
followedby Frost'spoem, Parker'sstory,and cummings'poem in that order.
Discussion
The findings of this investigation provide further support for the general notion that students'preferredpatternsof response are stronglyinfluenced by the nature of the texts they read (Applebee, 1977). Furthermore,
as suggested by the results of a two-factorrepeated-measuresmultivariate
analysisof variance,tone and genre appear to be two specific textual attributes which affect response. A discussion of the findings of this study as
they relate to each of these propertiesand the four response stancesdefined
earlierwill now be undertaken.
Tone

The findings of this study confirm the previously advanced hypothesis
that tone, defined here as lightheartedversusserious, wouldaffect students'
preferredpatternsof response. A repeated-measuresmultivariateanalysis
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of variance and subsequent univariate tests yielded significant main effects
for tone across all four response stances: personal statement, description,
interpretation, and evaluation. These results are in keeping with Applebee's
(1976) earlier finding that what he termed a "serious-funny" construct was
consistently linked with children's genre preferences.
As evidenced by the means displayed in Table 3, when participants'
response preference scores for the two lighthearted works were combined
and their scores for the two serious works were combined, some general
patterns emerged. In particular, students exhibited a preference for the
descriptive response stance following their reading of the two lighthearted
works, i.e., Parker's "But the One on the Right" and cummings' "in Just- ."
The apparent sensitivity to form, structure, and language which these
readers displayed after reading these two works can probably best be
accounted for by the fact that style, not theme, is given emphasis in both
cummings' poem and Parker's story; and it is primarily through style that
both of these writers convey the tone of their works. In short, unlike Frost
and Jackson, Parker and cummings employ tone to generate a mood rather
than a theme.
The term tone is also used to designate an author's attitude toward both
his subject and reader. Tone in this sense contributes both to the effect and
the effectiveness of a literary work. As a result, it plays an instrumental role
' " and
in theme-oriented works like Frost's " 'Out, Out Jackson's "After
of
tone
in
the
use
This
difference
Dear
You, My
may explain
Alphonse."
why students displayed a greater tendency to render personal, interpretive,
and evaluative responses subsequent to their readings of Frost's poem and
Jackson's story.
Genre

In so far as most previous studies have been limited to an exploration
of readers' responses to literary works representative of only one genre,
relatively little is known about the manner in which genre influences
response. At least two studies, however, suggest that genre does play a role
in determining response (Cornaby, 1975; Corcoran, 1979), a finding that
was confirmed by this investigation. More specifically, a series of univariate
tests revealed significant differences attributable to genre for three of the
four measures of response preference: personal statement, description, and
interpretation.
In general, students exhibited a preference for descriptive response following their readings of the two poems by cummings and Frost. Conversely,
they were least inclined to assume such a posture after reading the short
stories by Jackson and Parker. This finding is not particularly surprising
when one considers that the principal characteristics which set poetry apart
from prose- compactness and emotional intensity- are to a large extent
related to the structure of poetry and the manner in which poets employ
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language to effect meaning. A finding which is rather surprising, however,
is that neither of the poems evoked a personal statement response stance to
the same extent as did the two stories. If, as T. S. Eliot has described it,
poetry is viewed as the distilled and imaginative expression of feeling, one
might expect that this genre, more than any other, would elicit an emotional
reaction from readers. Such was not the case for participants in this study.
One explanation for the aforementioned findings surfaces in the studies
of Wilson (1963), Grindstaff (1969), Sanders (1971), Beach (1973), Kirkpatrick (1972), Purves (1973), Davis (1975), and Michalak (1977). As Applebee
(1977) noted, one of the most important findings to emerge from research
in literary response "has been that the approach to literature adopted by
the individual teacher does affect the content of the response from that
teacher's pupils" (p. 256). One wonders about the extent to which these
students' previous English teachers have unwittingly used poetry as a
medium for studying versification and figurative language devices. Rosenblatt (1980) recently addressed this issue when she wrote:
Unfortunately,until about 1970,the criticaltheoriesdominatingthe college and universityteaching of literature- which set the models for the
high schools- simplyintensifiedthe tendencyto hurry the studentaway
from any personal aestheticexperience, in order to satisfy the efferent
purposesof categorizingthe genre, paraphasingthe "objective"
meaning
or analyzingthe techniquesrepresentedby the text. (p. 392)
Observational studies of poetry instruction would reveal the extent to which
this is occurring in secondary English classrooms.
A second explanation for students' preference for descriptive response
' " and "in
"
"
subsequent to their reading of 'Out, Out Just- is intimated
in an article by Beach and Appleman (1984), who contend that knowledge
of "literary or genre conventions helps guide a reader's perceptions and
expectations" (p. 139). Because the structure of a text is something readers
perceive and perception is in part governed by one's prior knowledge and
experience, it is possible that these undergraduates' adoption of a descriptive stance in response to the two poems was the result of their lack of
familiarity with the structural conventions typically associated with blank
and free verse- knowledge which was fundamental to their comprehension
of these works. This might also explain the significant main effect for genre
and the significant first-order interaction between genre and tone for the
interpretive response preferences. Students were least inclined to adopt an
interpretive response stance after reading cummings' poem and Parker's
story. Assuming that students' ability to interpret a work is a function of
their ability to comprehend a text, it is possible that lack of experience with
free verse and interior monologue was responsible for some of the observed
differences in response preference.
The alternative hypothesis posited above is consistent with the research
findings of Rumelhart (1975, 1977), Thorndyke (1977), Stein (1978), and
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Stein and Glenn (1978), all of whom have explored the relationship between
textual properties and comprehension. To date, however, work in this area
has focused on young children's reading of simple narratives. Older students' attempts to understand and respond to more sophisticated literary
works need to be similarly explored.
The preceding discussion suggests several points of departure for future
research. If the integrity of both the reader and the text is to be respected,
considerable ingenuity, thought, and effort must go into the design of future
studies. In view of the fact that such efforts promise to provide a more
balanced picture of the transactive nature of the response process, such an
expenditure of time and effort seems well justified.
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